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In the Meantime 

Got me in a little corner in a coffee shop 
Jotting down images of you 

All these napkins 
With my emotions across them 

Oh,andifl hear Jazz 
I begin to dance in space 

Across my old wooden floors 
To something called Love 

I played it over and over 
Neighbors screaming at me to change the song 

They don't understand 
The words become more alive every time I hear them 

Singing along with Erykah Badu 
Vibing with Common Sense 

We are called an artsy couple 
Our walk is insync 

Holding on to that card you bought me 
2 months ago 

Savoring love making that occurred 2 hours ago 
And your scent still lifts me 

You giving me your ebony essence 
Something which can never be bought 

Not even learned 
But must be inherited 

Beauty 



I never knew it could be this way 
I mean you and me, me in you 

Intertwined in spirit 
Laughter floating in our stomachs 

And our facial expressions almost identical 

Got me wanting to cook breakfast and shit 
Putting on a little cologne each day 
Even looking in the mirror before I go out 

That's real 
Baby, That's real 

-Kevin Jones 
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graphically inclined 

i radiate in concentric circles 
sometimes intersecting, sometimes i am 
Perpendicular to freedom. fickle 
as i am, hard to freeze on some stone or cam
era, this side of me is fleeting moment 
Passing. yesterday i was in 3-D 
today i am only in 2. i bent 
a ray of light and over backwards. see 
Where the cracks faded? see the patches of 
gray Where my dimension changed? i over
Whelm myself sometimes. over and above 
gro~nd i am revolving toward another 
radioactive decay, C 14 
evolves, connects and graphs this impulsive dream. 

-Abby Weissman 
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My Father 

. After he watched some episode of 60 Minutes where some 
~id~ were getting high off inhalents, and then either ended up getting 
rain damage, or dying, my father never let me paint my nails in the 

ho~se again. He though that the only reason I would want to paint my 
nails was so I could get high off the smell. But then when my mother 
called him up explain that I bit my nails, and painting them was the 
0k.nly way to cure myself, he gave up on the theory that I was trying to 
ill myself. 

. It seemed as if my father wanted me to want to kill myself 
;hile I was in high school. For some reason, it would always be his 
tst conclusion whenever something bad happened. I think maybe he 
elt this way because he wanted to be needed, or at least look like he 
ias solving something. In any case, he wanted to solve me; pretend 
e Was some sort of social worker. I came up with this theory right 

after my mother kicked him out of the house. It's not that he cheated 
~; he~ or any~hing, he would just do things that ~ould really piss her 
b · Like the time he sold the car one day, and with the money, he 

111
°Ught a two-person bicycle. He said to me the only reason my 
other didn't like the bike was because she didn't know how to ride. 

lik My father would also dress my mother's cocker spaniel up wi a clown, for reasons I never knew, nor do I want to know. And 
cl en the dog was dressed like a clown, my father would wear the big 
e own nose. His excuse would be that he didn't want the dog to feel 
P mb~rrassed. My mother became rather upset at the idea that her 
t;ecious baby was being made fun of, but my father explained to her 
d at Munchkin liked it. After a certain point, Mother began taking the 

og Wherever she went. I think Father was rather insulted by this. 
da The .year I began middle school, my father decided that each 
th Y, the furniture should be moved around, to test out different ways 

e rooms could work. Everyday for a whole year, the furniture was, 
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in some way, different than it had been the day before. At first, I was 
amused by the constant changing, but when it came time to actually 
find things in the house, I got so overwhelmed that I gave up, and 
practically lived at my friends' houses instead. 

But what I've always been amazed at was how my mother 
could have possibly stayed with him for so long. She finally told him 
that he was driving her crazy and kicked him out of the house when I 
was thirteen. While I pretended to be sad so I wouldn't hurt his 
feelings, I kept thinking it was about time. And the reason behind his 
leaving? He wanted to live like a luddite. So, without asking my 
mother's permission, he sold, but mostly gave away, all the electron· 
ics in the house. He called the electric company and told them to shut 
off our electricity, as well as the phone company, disconnecting the 
service. He even took away my mother's gold watch her mother had 
given her before dying. Even I became upset at that. 

The reason behind my father being insane and ridiculous as 
he sounds? No idea. My mother tried sending him to therapists. But 
either he would put on this act of a completely sane person, so that 
they couldn't understand why we thought he was going crazy. Or 
pretended to think all the humans at the therapy sessions were trees 
and shrubs. He had fun with doctors, as well as the other patients 
there. So really, I guess he wasn't crazy. He was just eccentric. I 
guess that's the nice way of saying it. And for some reason, my 
mother never stopped loving him. Even under all that insanity, there 
was someone she loved. She just couldn't live with that. Neither 
could I. 

- Rebekah Polster 
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Tapped 

You called me one night. 
I heard nothing but absence on your end. 
And I knew it was you. 
Phone in one hand 
cigarette in the oth~r. 
While emptiness lapped up the wires. 
~riss-crossing, twisting, rushing through 
hello-" "it's raining here, I miss you so-" "did you see the news 

tonight, about that horrible -" "I'm calling to inform 
You of our-" ''Would you like to buy a brand new-" 
rushing through to me. 
1 
could hear the humming of the neon night -

Hollywood and Vine, eating through my ear. 
1 
confided in the clinking glass again, 

It shone in the lamplight. 
And I listened 
to the familiar heat of Westwood· 
Dirn lights of stucco fantasies gli~ting upon hills, 
Aqua shimmering from holes in the ground. 
And I answered 

With the fortieth floor chill that only you could know, 
Obese passenger jets fall slowly out of sight 
Leaving trails in the dirty sea they call dusk out here. 
And in our silence 

'Ne hung up the phones that were never really there. 

-Hilary Wynne 
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Hagar to Sarai 
Genesis 16 

The iciness of your womb 
drove mine to take your husband's filth. 
Soon I will bear 
and my child will be Child of God, 
thick-skinned from your husband's thrusts, 
my bitten-lip misery, 
valleys your honest whip forged in my back 
when you'd won me back. 
And I have come back 
because He willed it, 
not for love, 
knowledge of any good in you, 
or hope for a rutting free from your keyhole gaze. 

-Leah Nemeth 
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The Alzheimer's Ward 

Memories float here 
like helium balloons 
red, yellow and green 
prizes for young children 
gathered at a fair. 

Occasionally 
someone catches one, 
holds on briefly 
to the thin string 
smiling in clarity; 

the winner of the game, 
held between white and pink walls 
and nurses' starched uniforms. 
It's a daily contest 

always with willing participants 
who despite years of practice 
have never played before. 
They covet the prizes. 

-Karen Mlyniec 
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Eating Yellow Peppers: The Shower Scene 

The hole was small and the paint chipped, like dirty fingernails that 
held the wall with the strain of lost love. It had taken her weeks to 
operate on her boundaries, her fragile life organs. But she had 
;,eac~ed ~ompletion, the wine could flow, her eyes could open for the 
irst time in months. The wait was almost over. So she crouched on 

the tiled floor, raised on her toes, her thighs shaking with the weight of 
her own eagerness. She heard the familiar steps of water, the curtain 
opening with a rushed tug. She tried not to sigh too loudly, but her 
throat opened with an uncontrolled air. She lowered her eyes to the 
~~all Window she had created, and the sun rose. He lo~ked .fatigu.ed, 

s eyes surrounded by crevasses cut into rock. They sliced into his 
teeks with a knife-like precision, as though they were carving out his 
ft ours and minutes. His lids closed to the spray of water, s.mooth as 
eshy oranges. Through her own dripping lashes, she noticed how 

9~ntly he brushed back his hair, removing the sweat of the previous 
night. Her fingers reached for him through the wall, expanding like 
~ose roots, tracing his image on the tile: the dip between his nose and 

f
1
Ps, catching water in bucketfuls. She moved her head to the left, e r e 1ng an enormous tug. They dragged her by her burdened 

Shoulders, muttering about her perversion. Perversion. She hadn't 
even reached his chin. 

-Gretchen Gavett 
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The (ethnic) Question 

"I am not black" 
(i am only something similar to that) 

-Sha' nuff look cocoa puff to me 

don't let the turquoise green 
crisp leaf eyes 
be such a surprise 
be such a dead eye that 
you fall back, down 
into the basement cracks 
so very, very sad, sorry, sad, somber 
so history book searches for the truth 
so, so, mahogany mixed with blue 
so, so ahhh ... and mixed with turquoise too 

The hair 
kind of copper, wiry, rings 

seat tered 
everywhere-
scrubbed brillo but beautiful as is 

Eyes wide shut, 
-Seen it in a movie once 

I see 

I wonder did she build adobe houses 
I wonder did she walk a long walk 
so sad to be told, covered with a yellow brick road 

My eyes 
emit and shed tar droplets 
splatter into the school pond 
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and dash back up 

someone send this girl a spear of love 

see I wouldn't mind 
wearing the strawberry kiwi splattered, 
organized with pitch black midnight 
Crown, on the golden crown 
over the golden crown 

too mixed up in the golden lion linkage 
no longer knowing or wanting to know 
how to weave and unweave your lineage 
If she could see 

She'd speak to me at the greenery of a Bahama sea 
of palm trees crescent 

eternally equalized 
give me sunshine days 

the girl has run several laps 
as the time lapses She runs 

off track, the track lines at the arena 
are no longer distinct to her 
(the indoor garage is trapping her) 

the clear cube put her in 
In she goes -

like a mime she 
searches around the 4 walls 
You can see 
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Clearly her clown like appearance 

Shatter 
!he somewhat like glass exterior 
if only the mirror could shine through 
a continuous stream 
in the water running dead still 

let's find the after thoughts, no the ahora 
thoughts in the black box 

Why does the "soft" spoken tree make You scream 

What makes you forget your God likeness imagery 

-Miriam Kelly 
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Abby 

is leaning against the wall with all the presence of a Roman statue, 
Diana or Minerva, and i listen as she talks about Dartmouth 
and her boyfriend. 
her lips part slightly with every syllable 
revealing their hidden treasure of luminous ivory and pearl. 
she is not uncomfortable in her skin as i am 
shifting my weight under my books 
like the ebb and flow of some troublesome tide. 
she is still, save her tiny hand gliding through the air as she illustrates 
a point. 
it tosses on the waves she makes with her voice 
back and forth like a pinnace 
and all at once with great proclivity it leaps to her dappled cheek 
to smooth a dark ringlet from her eyes 
only to drop again to her side, stoic. 
what sort of man could wake to her, 
smiling sleepily and insouciant, 
wrapped placidly in the folds of his arms. 
what sort of man would dare to call Diana his own? 
i wonder as i stare spellbound at the figure before me 
delicately plucking a string from her sleeve: 
who could ever bridle the moon? 

-Kat Neal 
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Badlands 

. This is a story my father used to tell us: He was two years old, at 
his aunt's ranch in the rocky hills of the Wyoming Badlands. That 
area-full of dried sage and choking dust and herds of scrawny ante
lope-was an area that you only thought was beautiful if you were able 
100k at it with some nostalgia. When I first saw it, I had no memories, 
s 't ? 1 was ugly. My great aunt's ranch was lost back there in those 
hills, hundreds of miles away from anything except for an old 
moonshiner's cabin that was buried in the rocks on the hill behind the 
ranch. The ranch was pretty enough. It was near a spring, and grass 
~ould grow there, hundreds of miles away from anything on roads so 
ough that you needed horses or four wheel drive to pass over them. 

A century ago, that spring was more than hundreds of miles 
away from anything. There were settlers who had to travel more than ! hundred miles to get there, and they didn't even know that there 

as there. They traveled through that country that my father's 
~~st~lgia made beautiful, but that was still ugly to ther:1, beca~se they 
Wdn t have memories and their horses were slowly dying of thirst. 

hen they found the spring, then it really was beautiful. 
My father used to tell us this story about being there, at his 

au t' ' 
h. n s ranch, when he was two years old. He was being pampered by 

IS . 
b sisters, one four years older and the other too many years older to 
other. It was the kind of pampering done by little girls with little dolls, 

rnore playful than motherly. They were near the house, on grass that 
Was green because of the spring closed in by a wooden fence that Was , 

as ugly as the country it kept at bay. 
s· When the wind came, in the story my father told us, his 
ulsters stopped pampering and hurried inside. They left him there, 
nder a tree that provided shade in sunnier weather, and his legs 

Were too fat and too new to carry him inside. That wind was strong 
enought . 

o tear one of the green branches from the tree and push it 
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into my father's young, soft back. It pushed the branch through, and 
out between his neck and his shoulder. He cried, and he bled, but he 
didn't die. That branch stabbed only meat. It missed his tiny heart by 
inches, and his right lung by half-inches. It put him in the hospital, 
and it twisted the skin on his back into an ugly scar. The memory of 
that wind, that tree, and that scar, it made that land beautiful. 

-William Dewey 
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Female 

Blades, razor-sharp 
move up your leg 
collecting white foam 
and tiny black hairs, 
making small nicks. 
Silvers of blood 
oozing tiny droplets 
remind you 
of your other blood. 
The blood which 
renders this ritual, 
Which defines 
You-
nameless 
faceless 
Colorless 
soon to be 
hainess-
as less. 

-Karen Mlyniec 
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Night Flight 

You came back to me 
On the night we flew over the ocean. 
Alone above the world. 
Your tiny voice in the headsets proclaimed its love for me 
And I could only watch as the lights below were sucked away. 

I felt a twinge of misplaced nostalgia, 
100king past the fluttering propeller, 
At the point where I thought the horizon blended into the ocean 
And instead of answering, 
1 
told You about the lights at home: 

How they would empty into the desert -
A~d leave me hanging alone in the dark, 
tth a shivering plane, 
uspended somewhere 

between up and down. 
Sort of like now. 

-Hilary Wynne 
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Mimicking Manhattan 

I mouth the words out 
to you, mimicking Manhattan. 
Possibly I pass you 
without a thought. 

Possibly I am blond, hanging 
hoop earrings. 
I would like a tall cappuccino 
please; no let me have 
an Americana cawfee. 
You like my jeans? 
They're vintage . . . 
only 100 dawlaz. 
A Marlboro Light you want? 
I know smokin ' is horrible, 
I do it to stay thin. 

I make you want 
to not look, but 
you sneak 
one quick look 
after I have passed. 

Casual cool. 
I am 
Casual cool , mimicking Manhattan. 

-Megan Countey 
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Hay and Sticks 
An excerpt from Household Stories 

There is nothing more ethereal than hay and sticks, stabbing, 
scraping my bare back, his mouth an eclipse of the moon at budding 
br~asts. I learned a lot during eighth period well into night, about old 
mills and the women who were enslaved by the bell that tolled before 
sunrise and again when they lay dead at their great looms, smoke 
rushing into weak lungs, crumbling as the brick building held strong 
:nd callous. And here it slept; its presence mocking the death that it 
t llow~d to pass through locked doors, surrounded by the nature that 
he girls had so longed for. It was so near to them and yet they may 
as ~ell have been living in a chimney pipe. And this is how I justified 
~aking off during eighth period with Ben Sullivan in his Geo Metro , 
the roller-skate," to the mill behind his house. High school, I believed 

~as the only surviving form this institution, although to a much lesser 
~gre~, but the thought of these internment camps as a "job" was a 

sickening glimpse into the American history I had always learned was 
a glorious narrative of Industrial progress. 

Burgers, fries, and sex, or rather, sex, burgers, and fries, 
~~ornetimes Ben and I would see how many possible combinations 
aftere could be in li~u of studying for a Statistics q~iz.) After an . 

ernoon at the mill, our nights were spent pounding grease and ice 
~~:arn,_ devouring American classics for only $2.99. We'd make fun of 
r waitress with bangs that covered her entire head, and Ben would 
~ ic~ fries up his nose and ask the next booth for directions to the 
tt room. Friday nights were the best, that is, until I began to notice 
t e extra flesh that insulated my already cheeky face, and my inability 
j 
O 

step onto the bus without ripping the seam in the crotch of my 
r!a:f · 1 was blowing up, bursting from my clothes like all the ot~er 
in g Bars at t~e fast food joints that Ben and I would spend our nights 

· ut nothing seemed to change for Ben. The protruding ribs under 
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his T-shirts, the frightening Adams apple that bulged from his neck, 
were just as visible as they had always been. 

Like I said, Friday nights were the greatest, that is until I 
started to puke them out of my sixteen-year-old body and onto the 
fields of hay and sticks. I no longer allowed Ben to carry me on his 
back upon the railroad tracks to the mill. Instead of cruising around in 
the Geo, I insisted on a speed walk or run. Everything that had so 
recently brought me so much joy, I wanted out. I vowed to myself that 
I would not transform into one of those disgusting American women 
who wore stretch pants instead of jeans because their legs looked like 
drumsticks. I became convinced that Ben would leave me if I didn't 
get skinnier. He was already starting to call me "chunky monkey," and 
"dough girl," when he passed me in the halls. I put up with his jokes 
about my ass and the "belly like jelly on a trampoline," because I knew 
I would throw it all back in his face when I got skinny. And so I put up 
with all of it, his wise cracks, his scrawny penis, because for five 
minutes it made me feel buzzed and sort of beautiful. 

I began to only eat veggie balls and lettuce for lunch, and get 
rid of them every other day in the bathrooms by the girls locker room. 
I allowed myself a very small portion that I could hold on to, and atter 
that it was back to work. I told myself that this misery would soon be 
over, and that I was successfully making other girls suffer because 
they'd wish they could look like me, all sunken in and frail. After I'd do 
it, I would assure my face in the mirror of the great job I had done. 
"Control, Regina. No pigging out. Think of the girls in the mill , they 
had the discipline, they hardly ever ate. You can do it too." Now you 
will beat Ben, I thought, and he's gonna think you're hot like he used 
to. 

But soon there became no use for Ben. Burgers, Sundaes, 
Friday nights, the backseat of the roller-skate, or an autumn afternoon 
by the mill, all became superfluities. I used the control and discipline 
of these martyred women in the mill as a justification for my suffering 
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and disgusting habits. If they had to work so hard without enjoyment, 
1 
decided I could make the sacrifice too. Soon, I will be skinny 

enough, I thought, and everything will be ok. 
Sometimes I'd even run to the mill for guidance from the 

Women whom I was convinced were the muses behind my plan. I 
emulated them, these tattered hollow bodied girls purely as an excuse 
~o destroy myself. What I was looking for, I still have absolutely no 
idea, but whatever it was it didn't happen. The women were still dead, 
and the year was 1994, ninety-nine years since every immigrant 
Working in the Center Tree Cotton Co., died in the fire that was started 
When a pile of dry leaves in the basement met the master's cigar. I 
sat in a pile of those dead leaves smoking a butt, and waiting for a Wh' I 

isper or silent revelation. But nothing ever came. It grew colder, 
and there was no one to rub up against. 

-Joanna Barroll 
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Interlude 

We splash in the tributary of love 
holding each other tightly 
by the wrist 
our eyes drifting slowly 
as the world changes around us 

Our smiles are like liquid 
flowing from the Nile 
Taking each other and 
falling into each other. 
In the process of becoming one. 

Jill Scott's song stays on repeat 
While our bodies rise as heavy heat 
pulses our insides. 

We take sly sips of each other, 
in search to satisfy our parched hearts. 
Intertwined and channeled 
with one another, 
as our hands stretch across Africa, Spain and Europe. 

We journey throughout the world 
Collecting things for our world. 
I find myself by exploring you, 
Your eyes like a mirror to me. 

Saye, you remain to be my constant beat, 
as my soul dances. 
Sweat flying. 
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I taste you in my daydreams. 

You be me. 
I be you. 
We be us. 
Together. 

"Is this the way you love me?" 

-Kevin Jones 
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Baseball 

There is heat 
and there is prayer, 
smell of frying, 
sugar, 
bulky men in tight uniforms; 
Gods or whores to the game, 
whichever suits the scoreboard. 
Here beads in our rosaries 
are balls scorching dirt, 
rolling droplets 
on pitchers' necks. 
I swelter, cross myself 
for a win. 
They say baseball is not a sport for women. 
Soon they will be saying the same thing 
about sex. 

- Leah Nemeth 
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No Ocean Or Sea Is That Color Blue 

Byron, Keats
I've never read them. 

Heartaches, triumphs, 
lovers never had. 

A Red, Red, Rose
(l've read that). 
Wordsworth

too many words to bother. 

Allen Ginsberg
Lily's got his book of poems 
(in that rat maze dorm room 

where everything is 
a mental-ward white). 

I tried to read 
Naked Lunch

never fully digested
let alone 

understood 
dear William 

(He'd scratch stories from cut up words). 
Reading, looking up cult words 

finding only a contorted way of life. 

My parents quote from Clockwork Orange
"toasty woasties with pointsy oinsies" 

found out when I saw the movie. 
(Is my childhood now corrupted? 

Buttered toast 
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fake smiles 
crunchy and triangular. 

"Close your eyes during this scene")· 

They call my brother droogs as wel 
(He's not as violent 

as those high school brit boys 
with one long eye lash ...... 
He's not bored enough)· 

What do you think that means? 
Singing in the rain....

just isn't that wholesome as before 
(perhaps because of the acid rain)· 
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... 

From the swamp at home 
comes music: 

who sings it?- I don't know. 
Next door to Poetry class 

are sacred texts sung 
that untie you 

from where/who you were before. 

Starry, Starry Night
upon my wall 

doesn't belong to me. 

I've got two sets of keys
one that lets me in 

the other leads me out. 
I RENT A ROOM for a year 

(or rather my parents do). 
In this room is just a cardboard box 

that provides our daily fun. 
(How Zen

how fake almost Zen
it is okay we have fun anyway). 

I want to travel, 
get On The Road-. 

It is not safe to hitchhike anymore
especially if you are a girl. 

I want to take my friends 
(you know the ones) 

to a great jazz club in Italy. 
The one you have to buy a drink to stay 
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(One expensive coke every two hours). 
They'd understand the jazzy situation 

the foggy ligh!S 
great jaZZ 

(First time I've ever heard real jazz). 

Yeah we'd jazz June-
heck, we'd jazz a Wednesday too. 

Those charismatic Italians 
briskly and nimbly dancin9 

I'd give anything to be like thern
To totally dig their country_... 

I'd get a villa down there for cheaP 
(If they'd sell it to an non-Italian) 

live like I want 

Fresh oranges and lemons in Sorrento 
Beautiful landscape in Amalfi 

Weather to lust for ...... 
Best of all Italy has oceans the color bhJB 

I used to draw in art c1as5 

only to be told 
"Honey, no ocean or sea is that color blue." ...... 

Well they were wron9 
like they were doomed to bB· 

- I was cured all right 

- Meaghan McLean 
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a 1st perspective of the 3rd 

late in december we watched the snow together 
contemplated metaphysics . 
thought about our physical reaction to pulsing temperatures occupying 
similar coordinates. 

and in this manner there was a piece of me 
touching you-
and you, 
touching me with 

our extending circle of plausible doubt. 
We radiate uncertainty but know this is the only way to 
communicate. 

in 20 Years i fear you will have forgotten this
that You Will have emptied the sand 
:rom Your shoes. 
hat You Will somehow become 
mortal. 

i f~ar You will grow outward in 16 directions, 
~ithout ever intersecting the you in me again. 1 
fe~r the circles you prefer to write in 

to live in 

Will never take us past this point of insecurity. 

0
~ this cryptic current 

still we ebb 

~aught in the perpetual motion of overwhelming and regressing. 
it becomes unclear if we can consider faithfulness at a moment this Poetic. 
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we boil down to moments 
and in this lack of them we magnify an epiphany of motion 
that can clarify weighted glances. 

it has taken you 6 years to tell me you were scared. 

and now, i fear that you will repossess me slowly 
hand to arm to neck. 

how sudden will you come with a motive for escape? 

words are useless now 
as is the tiresome way in which we 
recreate the past. 
i watch as you fold our memory into something juvenile. 
can we never stop being ourselves? 

- Abby Weissman 
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the price 

ring it up on the cash register inside the skull, 
Pennies echo in the hollow heart 
and cells suffocated look to the cheap surgery, 
cosmetic surgery for the pink, healthy look ... 
cheaper than the price of air. 

i look around the shop from the holes in the bottom of my pocket, 
burned by the embers I smuggle from the fire. 
fuzz tumbleweed, chewing gum wrappers, and lipstick-lined butts 
trampled by black shoes, high heels and dress shoes-
a fire funeral 
5
0% off, wh~t a dream for these teary-eyed sleepy eyes. 

The time of the floor is scuffed with the bustle of hungry shoppers 
Who refuse to believe anything is filthy. 

i stroll in line with the dirty old men into the back room, 
Pornography and power and slaves and a drug war. 
fla h' · 

s ing my proof of age and wisdom and ethnicity and economic 
Privilege, 

~h~ ~tewardess directs me towards bright lights and survival guides, 
eltgious texts from Milton Bradley. 
~very customer has their game face on and I try to conceal my heels-
1 am a lamb refusing to join the circle jerk of wolves! 
(m~ brothers sleep with a pistol under their pillow under the cash register 

I 

waiting to strike behind me. 
like the dirty old men, the price has made them perverts.) 

-Durf Humphries 
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"A Rushlight flickering and sn1all is 

better than no light at all." 




